1. Given that the Illinois Medical District is a public body, will this search be subject to sunshine/transparency requirements? In other words, will the names of candidates be made public and, if so, to what extent will they be made public?

   Answer: IMD will not publicly disclose candidate names, provided, however, that if IMD withholds records in response to a public records request on the basis of one or more statutory exemptions and that response is successfully challenged, IMD will be legally required to release the subject records.

2. What will be the composition of the search committee? I am not asking names, but I am wondering what constituent groups will be represented.

   Answer: The search committee will include IMD Commissioners.

3. Will this position require any special public approval or confirmation?

   Answer: There is no requirement of public approval or confirmation for this position.

4. Has a salary range been determined for the Executive Director position and, if so, what is that range?

   Answer: Salary will be determined by the IMD Board of Commissioners and will depend on a number of relevant factors, such as education and experience.